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Modern Spartan Systems Releases “Spartan Carbon
Destroyer™”
Suwanee, GA – Modern Spartan Systems LLC., manufacturer of today’s most
technologically advanced firearms cleaners and lubricants, has unveiled Spartan Carbon
Destroyer™, the newest addition to its industry-changing line of products designed to
extend the life of your firearms and increase their functionality in terms of Accuracy,
Reliability, and Performance
Carbon build up is one of the biggest problems shooters face when dealing with accuracy,
function and consistency of firearms performance. Many products have entered the market
with moderate success, but none have come close to the effectiveness and ease of use
demonstrated by Spartan Carbon Destroyer™!
By using micro-emulsion Carbon Blast technology to penetrate into even the smallest pores
and crevices, Spartan Carbon Destroyer™ will quickly and easily clean your firearms unlike
anything you have ever used. This proprietary formula effectively removes everything from
heavy lubricants and greases to baked-on carbon deposits.
Spartan Carbon Destroyer™ technology has been tested on everything from cantankerous
old .22 long rifle platforms and heavy-use ARs, to the 30mm GAU-8 Avenger cannons on A10 Warthogs! Designed to be used at ambient temperature with minimal agitation, Spartan
Carbon Destroyer™ is very cost effective and a little bit goes a long way!
Here is what serious shooters had to say about the performance of Spartan Carbon
Destroyer™“Initially we were expectedly skeptical of the claims. That said, it took about 5 minutes to see how
powerful the Carbon Destroyer was. Never ever thought I would see a water-based cleaner that was so
much more effective at removing carbon than solvents.”
-Ed C – ballistics expert

“Being in the military and having spent a great deal of the last decade either deployed to Iraq and
Afghanistan or preparing to deploy, which means lots of trMSSer time, I've used probably every cleaning
solvent and lubrication out there. This has by far surpassed any/all expectations I ever had. I used the
Carbon Destroyer on two different AR-15's, my 1911, my Beretta 9mm PX4 storm, a Sig P226 and lastly
my gsg5 22lr. This cleaner has totally rocked my world and by far surpassed any/all expectations I ever
had.”
-Josh Bakers - former military, worked TacSol

Spartan Carbon Destroyer™ is non-corrosive and safe to use on most surfaces without
concern for damage to acrylics, plastics, polymers, rubbers or other elastomeric materials.
Pleasant smelling, non-flammable, non-toxic and biodegradable, this innovative technology
provides optimum cleaning performance for carbon, natural or synthetic oils, and even
Cosmoline while maintaining the integrity of our environment.

Modern Spartan Systems has a generous test and evaluation program in place for
members of the professional media. All media inquiries should be directed to
Driftwood Media, Inc. For the latest Modern Spartan Systems press releases, product
images and videos, please visit www.driftwoodmediacom.com.
Spartan Carbon Destroyer™ - Features and Benefits
* Designed to Quickly Dissolve Heavy Carbon Deposits
* Works on Natural & Synthetic Compounds (even Cosmoline, Tar…)
* Pleasant Smelling (wife friendly)
* Water Based , Safe on all Metals & Firearm Components
* Environmentally Friendly, Non toxic & Biodegradable
* No Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) & Low VOCs
* No Flash Point to Boiling (easy storage)
* Natural Oxidation/Corrosion Inhibiting Properties
* Effective at Ambient Temperature with Minimal Agitation
* Cost Effective – Can Be Re-used/Recycled as a Soak
* Manufactured in ISO 9001 Certified Plants
* American Ingenuity & American Made

About Modern Spartan Systems
Modern Spartan Systems (MSS) was founded in early 2013 with the purpose of forever
changing the shooting industry. The goal is to transform the perception of firearm
maintenance as a “necessary evil” to an anticipated understanding that proper cleaning
and lubrication with the unique MSS formulas will produce a plethora of rewards,
including, YES, IMPROVED SHOOTING ACCURACY. The partners in this company
include: a 14-year military veteran with a love for competitive shooting and a defense
contracting background, a visionary businessman with the ability to spot little known
superior technologies, and a well respected retail entrepreneur who knows how to make
good things happen. These three have assembled a phenomenal team of high class,

high character industry experts, scientists, marketing, sales, PR and IT people that all
have a love for what they are doing. Combined, they are bringing the tactical, shooting
and hunting communities a line of products proven to far surpass the competition. For
more information on the company’s system of firearms lubricants and cleaners, contact
Modern Spartan Systems at 4610 Lambton Circle, Suwanee, GA 30024 • Telephone:
847-669-1640 • or visit www.modernspartansystems.com.
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